a tumour virologist" he says." Our work in ICRF was really exciting and challenging. Lionel was only there for a few months and then he went on sabbatical leave to the USA, and while he was away we really got the p53 project off the ground. It was a hugely exciting time. I hadn't finished writing my PhD I ended up being kind of in charge of Lionel's lab while he was away, with lots of other people on the floor, competing for the space. I was trying to write my PhD, and at the same time trying to do this new work". 
Using immunology techniques he discovered p53, a protein that interacts with the Large T antigen and hypothesised that this protein might be involved in control of cell growth [1] ." It does illustrate how training in one area of science can shed light in a different area" says David. Ignoring initial advice that p53 was a red herring David went on in establishing p53's central role in preventing cancer by inducing cell cycle arrest, senescence and cell death in response to activation of cancer genes, DNA damage and stress signals [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
While working in ICRF David was offered his first job as an independent scientist. "I had been there only nine months in ICRF and Mitchison phoned me up and said, you must apply for a position at Imperial College for a lectureship. I did and I got this job, so I had tenure very young, only twenty five, which is very unusual, but it was incredible. It would never happen now. But looking back on it, in a sense for me personally, it was very helpful because it did give me a certain independence and robustness".
However before taking up the lectureship position at Imperial College, Dr Lane accepted an offer from Joe Sambrook to join the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. "It was fantastic. It was the best thing that happened to me. You felt you were part of something really exciting. It was great! It was wild; it was enormously challenging. I made my first monoclonal antibodies in Cold Spring Harbor, so it was very exciting technically to do that and I did it, literally with my own hands. It was a fantastic feeling of achievement".
In Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory David started writing the book "Antibodies: A Laboratory Manual" published in 1988, which became a classic and standard text in biomedicine for a decade [9] . The Antibodies manual has sold over 40,000 copies and is the most successful practical guide to the use of immunochemical methods. On returning to the UK, David set up his own laboratory with CRC funding at Imperial College London then moved to the ICRF laboratories at Clare Hall. In 1990 along with his wife Birgitte, an eminent cell biologist in her own right, David moved to Dundee to help establish the CRC laboratories. In Dundee, Professor Lane continued his research in discerning the role of p53 and why it is so relevant in oncology. This was illustrated by an experiment, which was initially designed in one of Dundee's pubs. David's colleague and friend, professor of pathology Peter Hall rolled up his sleeve and sunburned his arm using ultraviolet light. David subsequently showed that there is a dramatic increase of p53 in the affected area which causes the characteristic peeling of the skin by switching on a cell-suicidal mechanism, which is selective to damaged cells [10] . Without this effect, skin cancer and indeed many other cancers would be much more prevalent. Currently there are 22 million people worldwide with tumours caused by functional mutations of p53. Professor Lane argued that compounds which restore the function of p53 in such tumours can be used therapeutically with the potential to cure cancer [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
With support from the University of Dundee and Cancer Research Campaign Professor Lane founded Cyclacel Ltd in 1996 serving as a Chief Scientific Officer and Executive Director. David's scientific reputation attracted leading scientists from around the world and secured the most investment by a university spin-out company in Europe. Cyclacel had an immense influence on biotechnology in Dundee, today one of the leading bioscience centres in the world.
In Cyclacel Professor Lane pioneered the use of peptidomimetics as a tool of drug discovery [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Under his leadership the company established several programs on the discovery, development and commercialisation of small molecule drugs targeted at controlling various points in the cell cycle, primarily within oncology. Several cancer drug candidates that were discovered during that period are currently under clinical investigation [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Professor For his contributions to cancer research, Professor Lane has received numerous awards including being knighted at Buckingham Palace on 24th October 2000.
"I received a letter from the Prime Minister's office, which is very private, and you're not allowed to tell anybody you have this letter. And then, it gives you the option to say no. The usual MasterCard application forms and stuff like that came in the mail and then it was this letter from the Prime Minister's office, and I opened it and I just fell over. It was unbelievable. I ticked the box to say I will accept it and then posted it off immediately. I had a really big problem; I still had to worry if I ticked the wrong box and so on. I told my wife but I didn't tell anybody else. It was announced at New Year's Eve. It was the millennium so we had about two hundred people around our house and then there was this news as well, so it was fantastic".
Sir David is a member of EMBO, and a Fellow of the Royal Society, the UK's premier Academy. He is also a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, the Royal College of Pathologists, the Bulgarian National Academy of Medicine and a founder member of the Academy of During his research career Sir David has been a tireless ambassador for UK science around the world. His scientific brilliance has always been accompanied by personal charm and support of fellow scientists. "We should be more romantic about science" says Sir David . "I think some people assume scientists are dried up old fossils. I've never met a wilder group of people, a crazier group of people than scientists".
Outside of science Sir David enjoys playing tennis, long walks and riding a motorcycle down the deserted roads. He is fond of old motorbikes and has quite a collection.
The editorial board of the "BioDiscovery" friends, colleagues and students congratulate Professor Sir David Lane on his anniversary and wish him, happiness, good luck and new creative successes in all fields.
